
Three HIPAA items need every manager’s immedi-
ate attention. They are

• the Risk Analysis
• documentation of HIPAA training
• and a revised Notice of Privacy.
HIPAA’s enforcer is the Office for Civil Rights,

and it’s taking the job seriously, says NATHAN A.
KOTTKAMP, a health care attorney with McGuire
Woods in Richmond, VA.

When the OCR comes to call, it will ask to see the
office’s policies and procedures for privacy and secu-
rity. And then it will home in on the risk assessment,
the training, and the revised privacy notice.

Here are the requirements for each item.

first, the risk analysis
The Risk Analysis is a HIPAA survival necessity,

Kottkamp says. Yet it’s something most offices have
put on the back burner simply for lack of time to draw
one up.

Don’t overlook it. “It’s part of HIPAA compli-
ance.” It’s a requirement of the Security Rule.

In the analysis, the office identifies the potential
dangers to patients’ electronic protected health infor-
mation, or PHI, and also tells what it is doing to pre-
vent those dangers from becoming reality.

Making it daunting to many managers is the fact
that there are no requirements on what the analysis
has to look like or how long it has to be or what it has
to say. That’s up to the office.

But on the positive side, the risk analysis doesn’t
have to be technical or extensive to the point that the
office has to bring in a consultant or attorney to draw
it up.

Any office should be able to do the job on its own,
he says. “It’s not that complicated.”

some cautionary items
Kottkamp does, however, point to four items man-

agers need to be careful of in setting up their risk

assessments. They are common failings.
One is to be thorough. It’s not enough to look at a

risk area and say “oh, we’re okay on that” and docu-
ment no more than “yes, we comply.” Explain what
the office is doing and tell why that puts the office in
compliance.

Another is to make sure all the security documenta-
tion can be found.

If the Risk Analysis cites an office policy or proce-
dure, document where it is located. For example, if
the analysis says the office has a procedure on when
encryption is used, describe it briefly and then tell
where to find the complete procedure.

The third word of caution is to be “open and hon-
est.” Identify all the weak spots in the data protection
and tell what is being done about them. Give a truth-
ful picture of the office, warts and all.

And the final caution is to keep the Risk Analysis
(please turn to page 3)
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this month’s
idea

18 Great Ideas to Make You a Better 
Manager

This month’s issue has not just one but 18 good ideas that can be
of value to any manager.

• Reduce the interruptions. – During busy times, move the chair
around so the back is to the door. People hesitate to interrupt when
they can’t make immediate eye contact with the manager. – Stand up
when people come in and stay standing. As long as the manager is
standing, the visitor won’t start up a long conversation. – Put a few
books in the visitor’s chair so there’s no invitation to sit down. –
When a talker comes in, say “I have to make a call in five minutes,
but how can I help you?”

• When a staffer makes a snide under-the-breath remark, don’t
ignore it. Ask a question to bring it out in the open.

Suppose it’s “Here comes the big boss. I guess she wants to see if
we’re working.” Come back with “What that statement says to me is
that you don’t like working here. Is that true?” The answer will like-
ly be “I was just joking.”

That’s not easy to do. But unless remarks like that are ended fast
and with strength, they will continue.

• To increase doctor-staff appreciation, have one of the physi-
cians come to a staff meeting to talk about the history of the practice
and what the doctors want to achieve and also to answer questions.

In addition, bring in a physician speaker from time to time to
explain the office’s most common diagnoses or procedures.

Those meetings give staff recognition from the doctors. And for
the doctors, they create staff loyalty and interest in the patients.

• An easy way to end the complaints about who does what is to
have staff explain their individual jobs to one another – what their
responsibilities are, what problems they face, and so on.

That creates all-around respect for what everybody else does. It
also explains the why of the things people complain about. And it
encourages staff to work as a team instead of as individuals.

• Don’t give too many compliments or criticisms at once. The
more things that get mentioned, the less important the message.

To say “you did a good job on A, and you handled B well, and I
was impressed with C” says the manager hasn’t really noticed any
one of those items. Similarly, to cite five transgressions makes the
staffer see them all as on a level with the least offensive one.

• Written warnings need to carry the staffer’s signature so there
can be no question about the staffer’s having had adequate notice.
Yet many staffers refuse to sign, saying they don’t agree with the
statement.

To avoid that problem, put a note under the signature line saying
(continues on page 9)
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(continued from page 1)
updated. The OCR has many times said that it has to
be kept current. Believe it.

If a HIPAA auditor appears at the door and all the
office can produce is an analysis that hasn’t been
updated since 2009, expect a problem.

Updating is a necessity because technology
changes quickly. And whenever there’s a system
update or a move to a new system, the procedure
invariably gets a little tweaked.

Every tweak has to be explained in the Risk
Analysis.

second, staff training
The second item is staff training. And the rule

there, Kottkamp says, is that “it needs to be more than
HIPAA 101.”

To be in compliance, the office has to provide edu-
cation on the main topics of HIPAA, and then it has to
focus “on the practical stuff.”

Those are the things staff encounter every day in
their jobs such as what to do if somebody suspects a
breach or what needs to be encrypted or the procedure
for releasing record copies or whom to call if there’s a
question on what.

And, as suspected, all that has to be documented.
Keep a log of when the training takes place and

what is covered at each session.
Keep copies of the training materials.
And make sure there’s written proof that everybody

has had adequate training. The easiest way to do that
is to have staff sign in at each session and keep the
sign-in sheet.

Along with that, give copies of the materials to the
people who do not attend the sessions and have them
sign off on having received and read them. Also make
the training part of the orientation for new staff – and
document it for each person.

As to how often to do the training, again there is no
specific requirement, he says. However, a safe
approach is to have a formal training session once a
year and then have refreshers on privacy and security
throughout the year, maybe during staff meetings.

Document even the shortest and simplest training
that the office provides. Note the date and what was
covered “and get credit for it.”

Being able to show a series of little refreshers
shows good training compliance.

no, there’s no HIPAA certification
A frequent question managers ask is what type of

HIPAA certification is available.
And the answer is that there’s no such thing,

Kottkamp says.
There’s no official certifying body and neither is

there any official stamp of approval to be had.
All the OCR requires is that the office show an

ongoing effort at HIPAA training and be able to pro-
duce good documentation of what has been done.

third, the revised privacy notice
The third item is the revised Notice of Privacy, and

the office has to have that in place by September 23.
The revised notice has to include four new items

about patients’ rights regarding their protected health
information.

That requirement comes from HIPAA’s new mega-
rule, which is the final regulations that came out in
January.

Once again, there’s no form to follow. In fact, the
government says the notice should be written so as to
suit the practice. The only specific point the govern-
ment makes is that the notice must be written clearly
so all patients can understand it.

In other words, no legalese.
The revised notice has to explain these four points

to the patients:
• Release authorizations. Certain disclosures and

Where does the Risk Analysis
requirement come from?

HIPAA has two main parts.
One is the Privacy Rule, which requires that

offices take steps to ensure their patients’ pro-
tected health information is kept confidential.

The other is the Security Rule. It carries the
confidentiality concept further and tells what
offices have to do to ensure that their electronic
data is not lost or corrupted or accessed inappro-
priately.

The Security Rule lays out standards that
offices have to meet. Some are required and
some are addressable.

But addressable doesn’t mean the standard can
be skipped or ignored. It only means that if the
standard doesn’t apply to the office or if the
office is taking other steps to achieve the same
result, it doesn’t have to be met exactly. And
when that’s the case, the office has to document
why it’s taking some other route.

Encryption is an example. It’s an addressable
standard. The office is not required to encrypt its
data, but if it doesn’t, it has to explain why, per-
haps that it doesn’t e-mail information.

The required standards, on the other hand,
have to be met exactly. And a Risk Analysis is
one of them.

Everybody has to have an analysis. �
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uses of protected information require the patient’s
authorization. They include

– Psychotherapy notes. (The notes of a mental
health professional that are separate from the record.)

– Any information the office will use for market-
ing.

– Any sale of the office’s patient information.

• Fundraising. Patients can opt out of getting
fundraising materials from the office.

• Restricting information releases. A patient who
pays for a service in full and out of pocket can request
that the office not disclose any information about that
service to an insurance company.

The patient has to put the request in writing,and the

The Risk Analysis is one of the required standards
of HIPAA’s Security Rule.

Its purpose is to identify the potential dangers to
the office’s HIPAA-protected data. And the dangers
fall into the categories of confidentiality, integrity,
and availability.

The government doesn’t set out any format for the
analysis. Instead, it says that what the analysis con-
tains and what it looks like are entirely up to the
office and should suit the office’s individual situation.

It does, however, give these guidlines on what the
office’s analysis should cover.

THE CONTENT

The analysis has to identify the weak spots and
potential risks to all the PHI the office creates,
receives, maintains, and sends out.

And it has to cover all forms of data, starting with
the paper files and going on to hard drives, CDs,
DVDs, storage devices such as smart cards, and per-
sonal digital assistants. Along with that, it has to
cover all forms of electronic media the office uses,
from individual workstations to networks between
multiple locations.

Thus, the analysis has to evaluate all data no matter
where it’s created, received, kept, or located.

DATA COLLECTION

Tell where the PHI is stored, received, maintained,
and transmitted and also tell what that data includes.

VULNERABILITIES AND POTENTIAL THREATS

Tell what vulnerabilities and potential threats exist
to the safety of that data.

Those are the things that could result in wrongful
access or disclosure.

CURRENT SECURITY MEASURES

Explain the security measures the office has in
place to protect the data and reduce the safety risks.

Tell if each of those measures is required by
HIPAA and if each is being used properly.

The safety measures will to a great extent depend

on the office’s size. An office with a small staff and
somewhat uncomplicated information system will
obviously have different measures than a very large
organization will have.

THE LIKELIHOOD OF THREAT

Look at the vulnerabilities and threats just identi-
fied and determine the probability or likelihood that
each one could happen. Determine too the probabili-
ty of several threats occurring at the same time.

In doing so, identify the ones that are “reasonably
anticipated.”

THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF EACH THREAT

Determine the “criticality” or severity of impact
that each risk element could create and tell how it
would affect the confidentiality, integrity, and avail-
ability of the PHI.

The office can explain the severity either qualita-
tively or quantitatively or with a combination of the
two. Qualitative means a verbal evaluation of the
potential impact; quantitative means a numerical or
statistical evaluation.

THE LEVEL OF RISK

Assign a risk level for each threat and each com-
bination of threats.

Also tell what corrective actions the office is tak-
ing or will take to eliminate or mitigate those risks.

UPDATES

The Risk Analysis has to be evaluated continuous-
ly and updated “as needed.”

There’s no requirement on how often that has to
be done. The government says it could be anything
from every six months to every three years depend-
ing on the office’s situation.

However, there does need to be an update every
time the office brings in new technology or changes
its business operations. An update is also in order if
there is a security incident or if the office changes
ownership or if key staff leave or if new threats or
weak spots are identified. �

Here’s what has to be covered in the Risk Analysis
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request has to spell out what information the patient
wants to restrict and what insurance company is not to
receive it.

• Breach notification. The office will notify
patients in writing when a breach in their protected
information occurs.

Be careful here, Kottkamp says.
Any loss or inappropriate disclosure of data is pre-

sumed to be a breach unless the office can show
there’s only minimal probability the data will be used
improperly.

Thus, even the most minor breach has to be report-
ed to the patient and also outlined in the office’s year-
end HIPAA report.

Along with those four elements, there has to be a
note that patients can get electronic copies of the
notice if they request them.

(For a complete discussion of HIPAA’s new
megarule, see “HIPAA: it’s time to revise the office’s
privacy notice” in the May issue.)

a whole new signing process
All patients have to sign off on the revised notice

just as they did for the first notice.
What’s more, a copy of the notice has to be posted

in the office.
More still, the notice has to be available for

patients to take out in paper and electronic format.
Most specialty societies have sample forms avail-

able. However, Kottkamp points out that for safety,
it’s a good idea to have the office’s attorney review
the revised document.

It’s also a good idea to have all the providers in the
office review the revised notice to make sure it’s read-
able and logical – and not outdated.

Things change over time, he says, “and you never
know what you might find.”

$1.5 million: nothing to sneeze at
Managers need to recognize that HIPAA means

business.
Until recently, the government focused its HIPAA

enforcement attention on the largest organizations
such as hospitals and very large practices. But now it
says outright that it is going after small offices with
the same vigor.

And the fines are significant, going as high as $1.5
million.

Even so, there is some comfort to be had, Kott-
kamp says.

HIPAA is not unreasonable.
While egregious mistakes and total disregard for

the requirements will certainly bring about stiff sanc-
tions, honest mistakes that have not caused serious

harm will likely not result in severe repercussions.
All along, the OCR has said that its goal is not to

punish people but to help them get compliant with the
law.

And more, the OCR has made it clear that it does
not expect perfection. �

How to Use Media 
Releases to Build 
Practice Recognition

A press release is good marketing.
It can give the office and the individual doctors

name recognition, and it can give the practice itself
credibility.

It’s also necessary marketing. Any practice can be
the best of the best, “but if no one knows it exists, it
goes nowhere,” says attorney, author, and professional
marketer HILLEL L. PRESSER of Deerfield Beach,
FL.

Here Presser lists the keys to getting a press release
read and noticed – and the office’s information print-
ed. If it’s not done right, he says, it’s a wasted endeav-
or.

• USEFUL INFORMATION.
The main rule is to stay away from sending an

advertisement and send useful information instead.
And useful means educational.

“If you want to screw it up, be salesy.” Nobody is
going to read that – much less print it. “People don’t
want to be sold; they want to be educated.”

Don’t use the press release to tout the practice’s
abilities or great reputation; use it to provide free
information that people can use.

“Content is king,” Presser says. “The more free
information the release provides, the more likely it
will get printed.
• TAILOR-FITTED TO THE PUBLICATION
Get acquainted – well acquainted – with the publi-

cation the office wants to target, and tailor the press
release to fit it.

Whether newspaper, magazine, or an online publi-
cation, review several past issues and see what types
of articles it runs. The more like those articles the
release is, the better the chance of publication.

If it’s a general business publication, the press
release “had better be business related.” If the publi-
cation is clinical, put a clinical spin on it.

• TIMELY
Write about timely issues. Pay attention to the

news in the focus area of the publication, and use
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what’s going on as a hook for the release.
If it’s hurricane season and it’s a business publica-

tion, a good article might be about how a business can
prepare for medical emergencies during a natural dis-
aster.

• LENGTH
How long should the article be?
Look at the articles in the target publication and

write accordingly.
That’s the article length the publication wants, and

if the preference is short and the office sends a long
article, it won’t get run.

• WRITING STYLE
Writing style too has to be matched up.
If the publication goes to physicians, medical lan-

guage is well in order. But if it goes to the general
public, write in lay terms.

• THE TONE
Be sensitive to the tone of the publication and the

overall theme of its articles.
For example, if the publication’s articles mostly

tell stories about individuals, do a little story telling.
If it’s direct, get to the point.

Similarly, look for political or attitude leanings. If
the publication is written for a Democratic audience,
don’t send a story critical of the Democratic platform
on health care reform.

• THE DEADLINE
Hit the deadline.
Call and ask what the deadline is for submission of

articles, and get the article in not just on the final date
but well before it, Presser advises.

Once production starts, the editor doesn’t have
time to ask for additional information, so if something
is lacking at that point, the article can only be shoved
aside.

• PITCHING TO THE RIGHT BASE
Another rule: get the article to the right person.

That differs by publication. For some it’s the editor,
for some it’s a reporter, and for some it’s a managing
editor or publisher.

Call and ask where to send it. It may take two or
three calls to get an answer, “but if it goes to the
wrong person, it doesn’t go anywhere.”

• READER FRIENDLY
Make the article reader-friendly.
Be concise. “Less is more.” People don’t want to

wade through unnecessary words or paragraphs. They
don’t want information they can’t use.

• THE SUBJECT LINE
If the article is sent by e-mail, the subject line has

to be written so as not to get caught in a spam filter.
The spam flaggers are words such as free and off.

The same for words written in all capital letters. The

same for exclamation points, more than one question
mark, and dollar signs.

The subject line also has to carry something that
will catch the editor’s eye.

“Some people say to find the pain” and put that in
the headline, such as “the medical emergencies you
can experience during a hurricane.”

His advice, though, is to take the opposite approach
and show the benefit of the article as in “how to
respond successfully to medical emergencies during a
hurricane.” That shows clearly and quickly what the
article will do for the publication’s readers, and the
editor getting the e-mail will want to read it.

• A SINGLE PAGE
Finally, he says, the letter introducing the article

should be no longer than a single page.
Tell what it’s about and then give a name and con-

tact number for more information on the article and
the person it quotes.

And with it, include a contact phone number and an
e-mail address. �

Coding For Newborns in 
the US and the UK

BY THERESE M. JORWIC, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P

Oyez! Oyez! The firstborn of Their Royal High-
nesses the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge is

Z38.0!
Had the new Prince George been born in the U.S.,

he would have been V30.00. That’s because we’re still
using the ICD-9 codes while Great Britain has already
moved to the international version of ICD-10.

But Z38.0 or V30.00, it’s the best a mother can
hope for – a healthy baby delivered vaginally in a hos-
pital.

coding newborns with ICD-9-CM
In ICD-9, the codes for newborns are found in two

chapters – Chapter 14 (740-459) covering congenital
anomalies and Chapter 15 (760-779) covering condi-

ICD-9-CM and CPT
coding update
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tions originating in the perinatal period. Perinatal is
the period before birth through the first 28 days.

With these codes, offices have to pay close atten-
tion to a good many guidelines.

CODING FOR MOTHER AND BABY
None of the codes in either chapter can ever be

used in the mother’s record. And neither can the moth-
er’s codes be used in the baby’s record.

For example, if the newborn is affected by a uri-
nary tract infection of the mother, the code for the
newborn is 760.1. But for the mother, the infection is
coded at Chapter 11 (630-679), which covers compli-
cations of pregnancy, childbirth, and the puerperium.

LIFE-LONG CODES
The congenital anomaly codes can be used

throughout the patient’s life as long as the condition is
present. For example, congenital stenosis of the
esophagus (750.3) could be treated at birth and for
many years thereafter, and the same code would be
used each time to show the condition is congenital as
opposed to acquired.

The same is true for congenital disorders that are
not evident at birth. A congenital heart condition, for
example, may not be diagnosed for several months
after the child is born. But once it is, the congenital
code applies and is used from there on out.

Once a condition is corrected, the personal history
of the problem can be coded in the V13.6 subcategory
for corrected congenital malformations.

I AM BORN
The first code of the baby’s life is a V code show-

ing a liveborn infant. The codes are V30-V39, and
they cover single, twin, and multiple births. All have
fourth digits to show where the birth takes place:

0 – born in the hospital
1 – born before admission to the hospital (perhaps

in an ambulance)
2 – born outside the hospital and not hospitalized

(home birth)
And for those with a 0 fourth digit (hospital deliv-

ery), there are also fifth digits:
0 – no mention of cesarean delivery
1 – cesarean delivery.
The birth V code can only be used once.
With a hospital birth, it appears in the hospital

record where the child is delivered. If the baby is then
transferred to another facility, that second facility
does not use it.

After a home birth, when the baby is evaluated for
the first time, the V code will be the first code in the
pediatrician’s record, and it will be V30.2.

CODING MEDICAL CONDITIONS
After the V30 code come the codes for whatever

medical conditions may be present. And there are

three points to watch here.
• A condition can be due to the birth process, or it

can be community acquired. But if the documentation
does not say which one it is, the code choice defaults
to the birth process, which means a code from Chapter
15 for conditions originating in the perinatal period.

• Any condition is clinically significant and there-
fore warrants coding if it has implications on the little
patient’s future health care.

• Code V29 covers observation and evaluation of
the newborn for a condition that is suspected but not
found. It gets used in situations where the infant has
no sign of a problem but there is concern that an issue
could be present. An example is a child whose mother
is a drug abuser. The doctor observes the baby for
possible withdrawal, but no problem appears.

On the other hand, if there is some symptom pre-
sent, code the symptom. With maternal drug abuse,
for example, if the child shows symptoms of with-
drawal during the observation period, code that, not
the observation. Or if the observation is initiated
because of, say, a slow heart rate, code the brachycar-
dia, not the observation.

GROWTH RETARDATION AND PREMATURITY
Two not uncommon birth conditions are fetal

growth retardation and prematurity, which are coded
at 764 and 765. And there are two points to note here.

First, the diagnosis depends on the birthweight or
the length of gestation. However, neither growth retar-
dation nor prematurity can be coded from the numbers
alone. The condition has to be specifically document-
ed in the record for those codes to be used.

And second, with growth retardation (category 764
and 765.0-765.1), there is a fifth digit to show the
weight of the infant. The weight that gets coded is the
actual birthweight. So suppose the birthweight is
1,700 grams. Then the child is transferred to another
hospital and the weight at admission is different from
that. Code the birthweight, not the current weight.

A SPECIAL CODE FOR NEWBORN SEPSIS
Finally, the coding for newborn sepsis warrants

attention.
When sepsis is present, the first code comes from

the perinatal codes. It is 771.81 (septicemia of new-
born). Don’t use the general code for septicemia,
which is in the 038 category, because it’s important to
indicate the newborn status.

Then to identify the type of infection, simply go to
the 041 category as usual.

newborn coding with ICD-10-CM
Now for the new codes.
In ICD-10, the codes for congenital anomalies and

conditions of the perinatum begin with Q and P
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respectively. The codes for conditions in the mother
begin with O (for obstetrics).

There are many similarities with the ICD-9 codes.
• The perinatal period is birth through 28 days.
• The codes for the mother aren’t used on the

baby’s record and vice versa.
• Codes for congenital conditions can be used as

long as the condition is present.
• There are codes for corrected congenital malfor-

mations (the Z87.87 subcategory).
• ICD-9’s V codes are ICD-10’s Z codes, and the

code for live birth is Z38.
The birth code is the first code. And that code can

only be used once.
• If the documentation does not say whether a con-

dition is from the birth process or is community
acquired, consider it the result of the birth process.

• Any condition that affects the child’s future
health care is clinically significant and gets coded.

• Neither fetal retardation (P05) nor prematurity
(P07) can be coded unless it is documented.

• Sepsis has a separate code (P36) to indicate new-
born status.

SOME DIFFERENCES
There are also some differences.
• ICD-10 has a code for stillbirth (P95) whereas

ICD-9 does not.
That’s not a code offices have to worry about, how-

ever, because a stillborn baby does not generate a
medical record, and the code can’t be used on the
mother’s record. The code is only used by institutions
that maintain records of stillbirths.

• ICD-10 does not have observation codes per se.
Instead, there is a section (P00-P04) for newborns
affected by maternal factors and complications of
labor and delivery.

A long note there says those codes apply
– when a condition is suspected and found not

to exist
– when the maternal condition is confirmed as

the cause of the baby’s condition
Thus, whereas ICD-9 codes either the observation

or the condition, ICD-10 puts the two together. For
example, if the mother is a cocaine user, the observa-
tion code is P04.41 (newborn suspected to be affected
by maternal use of cocaine). Then if it turns out the
baby does have withdrawal symptoms, the codes are
P04.41 (newborn suspected to be affected by maternal
use of cocaine) and P96.1 (neonate withdrawal symp-
toms).

Therese M. Jorwic, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P,
FAHIMA, is assistant professor of health information
management at the University of Illinois at Chicago
and senior consultant for MC Strategies in Atlanta.�

5 Proven Ways to Motivate 
Your Staff Without 
Spending Money

Motivating staff isn’t a matter of money. It’s a mat-
ter of management, says business and leadership
coach MONICAWOFFORD of Contagious
Companies in Orlando, FL.

Here she lists five good motivators within reach of
any manager, regardless of the payroll budget.

fit the person to the job
Find out what each staffer’s skills and interests are

and align those elements with the job.
It’s difficult for people to come in day after day

and face work “that doesn’t interest them and doesn’t
utilize their skills and talents,” Wofford says. They
need some assignments that are exciting.

Absent that, “they check out of the workplace but
still collect a paycheck.”

The best way to find out what people’s interests are
is simply to ask “what do you enjoy doing?” and
“what would you like to do?” and “what’s your
favorite/least favorite thing to do?”

There’s no need to change anybody’s job. Just hand
out the assignments to fit the people who get them.

we don’t care if you said so
Gone is the “old-school because-I-said-so”

approach to management. People no longer accept
that, particularly people in their early 30s.

Those are the Generation Y staffers, or the
Millennials, and they make up a great percentage of
today’s employees. They’ve grown up with all the
information they want right at their fingertips. They
question directives. They expect reasons.

They’re most motivated when the manager engages
them “in some kind of collaborative leadership.”

For example, when there’s a project to be done that
involves several staffers, ask them what parts of the
work they would most enjoy and then let them take
charge of those areas.

At the same time say “while I cherish your input,
I’ll still have the final say in what we do.”

take a top down approach
Focus on the people who do well, not on the poor

performers. There’s nothing to be gained from putting
all the manager’s time and effort into “the ones who
are doing it wrong.”

The traditional approach to management has been
to expend the greatest effort helping the bottom
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staffers correct mistakes and improve in their jobs.
And while that may be noble, she says, “it’s a great

way to de-motivate the ones who are doing well.”
They see that the way to get attention is to foul things
up. There’s no reward for quality work.

Neither does it do much for the poor performers.
Constantly helping people out destroys any incentive
to improve. After all, the manager accepts poor work
and will correct everybody’s mistakes.

Focus on the top performers. Give them extra train-
ing. Ask for their opinions on best practices. “And
make a big deal about what they are doing well so the
whole team sees it.”

even self confidence counts
The manager’s own self confidence also makes a

difference in motivation, Wofford notes.
A manager needs the confidence to let the top per-

formers find better ways to do their jobs.
Many bosses are afraid to hire people smarter than

they are for fear those people will take over their
authority. And for the same reason, many a boss “bla-
tantly disregards” top performance, particularly when
the work is something the boss couldn’t do.

But the best managers are the ones who surround
themselves with smart, capable people “and give them
room to prove themselves.”

They are the managers “who can check their frail-
ties at the door” and give credit to the people who do
outstanding work.

four types of staffers
Finally, a good manager has to recognize that peo-

ple are different, and so are the things they want from
their jobs. Those are the things that motivate them to
do well.

In general, Wofford says, employees fall into four
categories.

First are the commanders. They want to see action,
results, and efficiency. They want to be recognized for
their accomplishments, and they get motivated when
they have a sense of control over what they do.

Next are the organizers. They don’t want overall
recognition; they want recognition for specific accom-
plishments. They like to work with details, logic, and
facts.

Third are the relaters. These are amiable employ-
ees. They perform best when they have security, con-
sistency, direction, and reassurance. If they get that
from the manager, “they’ll be as loyal as the day is
long” and they’ll do good work.

Last are the entertainers. What they want in a job is
friendship and popularity and the ability to express
themselves. And what they don’t want is control from
the boss and work that requires detail. �

18 Great Ideas 
(continued from page 2)

“my signature does not imply that I am in agreement
but rather that I have read and understood the contents
of this document.” Most employees will agree to sign
that.

If the staffer still refuses, just write on the docu-
ment of “I discussed this notice with Staffer A, but
Staffer A refused to sign.” That’s documentation
enough that the conversation took place.

• When setting goals that will bring pay rewards,
be sure the extra work doesn’t require overtime. That
can happen, for example, if the goal is to increase the
number of bills sent out each day and staff have to put
in extra hours to achieve it. In that case, the office has
just lost the full the financial benefit of the goal.

• There’s a lot of free mileage to be had from per-
sonal recognition. When somebody takes on an extra
assignment and does the job well, compliment that
staffer in front of the others, preferably with the doc-
tors there too. Done with enough fanfare, that can be
just as appreciated as a cash bonus.

• Get additional mileage from complimentary let-
ters to staff that come from patients or the physicians.
Set up a “wall of fame” bulletin board in the break
room, and post wherever complimentary items come
in.

Beside each item, put a picture of the staffer it men-
tions.

• Put pictures of the staff in the reception area with
their names and a description of what each person
does.

Put the pictures on a wall, on a table, or in a book at
the front desk.

That gives staff recognition and also builds a per-
sonal bond between the patients and the office.

• When talking with a staffer about poor perfor-
mance, almost always the response is excuses.

Don’t accept them. Say “I’m hearing a lot of excus-
es, but I’m not hearing any valid reason why this work
is being done poorly.”

Then go to what needs to be done: “Let’s talk about
what we can do together to help you improve your
performance.”

• To get to the real truth during a job interview, ask
about experiences such as “tell me about a time you
solved a patient’s problem.” No candidate has a pre-
pared answer for that type of question.

Then ask about whatever the answer is. If it’s “I did
A,” come back with “How did you accomplish that?”
If the candidate says “by doing B,” ask “and how did
you accomplish B?”

That way, the applicant does all the talking, and the



manager gets a good picture of what to expect from
that person.

• What’s the best way to talk with a doctor about a
problem and still stay in the practice’s good graces?

Use a nonconfrontational opener: “there is some-
thing I would like to discuss with you that is some-
what uncomfortable.” The doctor will want to know
what that is.

Then explain the problem but in terms of how mak-
ing a change will improve patient care or the bottom
line. For example, if the problem is that the doctor
yells whenever there’s a mistake, phrase it as “when
you yell, I am not able to give your patients enough
attention or get your work done as well as I’d like to.”

• When one staffer comes in with a complaint
about another, make the staffer participate in the solu-
tion.

Ask “what have you done to solve this?” And then
“what do you want to happen? What do you want me
to do?”

Give a few choices – “you can discuss this yourself
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with Staffer A, or I can tell A that you complained, or
I can talk with A and leave your name out of it, or I
can even put A on probation.”

Then turn the table: “if you were in A’s shoes, what
would you want to see happen?”

The response will likely be a logical one, perhaps
that manager and staffer should together talk with the
other person.

• When a staffer asks for something, never pass the
buck with “let me clear this with the doctors.” That
shows the manager doesn’t have much authority and
tells staff they are better off going to the doctors with
requests.

Similarly, never answer a question with “I don’t
know. Let me ask the doctors.” That says the manager
doesn’t know much more than the staff do.

The right answer is “let me see what I can do” or
“let me look into that.” The manager may actually
have to get the answer from the doctors, but staff
don’t need to know that.

• The best staff education is small, positive, and on
the spot.

When a staffer is doing something the hard way,
point it out. But instead of “you’re doing that wrong!”
say “let me show you an easier way to do that” or “did
you know there’s a button you can push on that copier
for such-and-such?”

Don’t look for serious things. Just stick to the small
things that are time savers and step savers.

And to emphasize that the staffer is not at fault, say
“you may not have known about this.”

• To organize the front desk or any shared area for
best efficiency, ask the people who work there what to
do: “if you could set up this area the way you wanted,
what changes would you make?”

The answers will show where the work hold-ups
are, perhaps that one chair needs to be moved closer
to the computer terminal or that one area should be
reserved for private conversations with patients. Staff
will also come up with the most efficient ways to
arrange the files, forms, and office equipment.

• When a top staffer leaves, take advantage of what
that employee has to say.

Ask “could we have prevented you from leaving? If
so, how?”

The main reasons people quit are pay, job demands,
and management, and the answer will identify where
the office needs to make improvements. It might be “I
would have stayed if the salary had been higher” or
“if the workload had been lighter” or “if I hadn’t had
to work for So-and-So.”

If it’s a problem that can easily be fixed, fix it. But
don’t use it as a way to coax the staffer back. That’s
an invitation for people to threaten to quit when they
don’t like something. �




